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EDITOR’S NOTE SHIRIN SUBHANI
Shirin Subhani and Shahana Dattagupta were inspired to become "curators" of stories of courageous
creativity after experiencing firsthand, the transformative power of creative thinking and expression that
involve emotional risk and personal vulnerability. For more about Shirin and Shahana, please visit the "About
Us" page on Flying Chickadee's Web site: www.flyingchickadee.com/about.html
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EDITOR’S NOTE

SHIRIN SUBHANI

Do you have an image, which washes you over with calm when you close your eyes and picture it in the back of your
mind? Here's what I visualize: lying with my head on my mother's lap as she sits on the prayer mat, just having
completed her daily prayer. I feel the touch of her hands stroking my face gently and the warmth of her tears of gratitude
and forgiveness in prayer, falling on my cheeks. Her strong belief and faith, healing my body, my mind and my spirit.
'Healing is a Choice'- says the title of this book I've been reading, and I love this assertion. It discusses choices that are
crucial to healing and the lies that can prevent us from making them. My favorite ones are the choice to 'embrace your
life' and stop living the lie that 'if I just act as if there is no problem, it will go away'. The May issue brings together
contributors who, at one point or another, actively and consciously chose their lives. By embracing their vulnerability as
strength, psychological, physical or spiritual healing became possible, and their spirits were liberated into courageous
creativity. In our feature article, 'Scared to Mend', Mickey Kander illustrates all the core lessons in 'Healing is a Choice' how he opened up from an existence fraught with lies and denial around past trauma, and began to live a life of truth. "If
it scares me, I confront it," he concludes. Even ten-year-old Vibha Vijay shows us how choosing to accept the birth of a
baby brother has made her a different person. In her poignant story, 'A Comeback' Geetha Kishore recounts how the
simple but courageous choice to heal, turned a perilous cancer diagnosis into an opportunity to inspire and heal others.
With her piece, 'Healing and Thriving in the Emotional Body', Lynn Francis discusses how feeling and harnessing her
emotions has rekindled unfettered connection and creativity.
We also learn about the healing of communities. With 'They say the skies of Lebanon are burning', our poet Sonali
Gurpur revives a long-forgotten childhood memory of the Bhopal Gas Tragedy in hopes of community healing. In the
interview with Anu Tewari we discover how, 'Weaving Threads', a non-profit, social enterprise working with widows in
India is leveraging their creativity to heal their ostracized and financially disadvantaged status. And henna artist Natasha
Singh's 'Celtic Knot Bride' illustrates how healing can begin at the very foundation of human unions.
Hope you enjoy this issue; happy reading!
Shirin.

"BY EMBRACING THEIR VULNERABILITY AS STRENGTH, PSYCHOLOGICAL,
PHYSICAL OR SPIRITUAL HEALING BECAME POSSIBLE, AND THEIR
SPIRITS WERE LIBERATED INTO COURAGEOUS CREATIVITY."

“IF THE WORLD IS TO BE HEALED THROUGH HUMAN EFFORTS, I AM
CONVINCED IT WILL BE BY ORDINARY PEOPLE WHOSE LOVE FOR THIS
LIFE IS EVEN GREATER THAN THEIR FEAR."

- Joanna Macy

“HEALING MAY NOT BE SO MUCH ABOUT GETTING BETTER, AS ABOUT
LETTING GO OF EVERYTHING THAT ISN'T YOU - ALL OF THE
EXPECTATIONS, ALL OF THE BELIEFS - AND BECOMING WHO YOU ARE."

- Rachel Naomi Remen

“MUCH OF YOUR PAIN IS SELF-CHOSEN. IT IS THE BITTER POTION BY
WHICH THE PHYSICIAN WITHIN YOU HEALS YOUR SICK SELF.
THEREFORE TRUST THE PHYSICIAN, AND DRINK HIS REMEDY IN
SILENCE AND TRANQUILITY..."
- Kahlil Gibran

“WHEN OUR EYES SEE OUR HANDS DOING THE WORK OF OUR HEARTS,
THE CIRCLE OF CREATION IS COMPLETED INSIDE US, THE DOORS OF
OUR SOULS FLY OPEN AND LOVE STEPS FORTH TO HEAL EVERYTHING
IN SIGHT."
- Michael Bridge

...ON COURAGEOUS CREATIVITY.

"MY BIGGEST INSIGHTS FROM THIS JOURNEY ARE SIMPLE – NEVER LET FEAR
CREEP IN, COMPLETELY SURRENDER YOURSELF TO YOUR HEALERS, AND TURN
YOUR PAIN INTO AN OPPORTUNITY TO HEAL OTHERS BY SHARING AND
INFUSING HOPE WITH YOUR STORY!"

A COMEBACK GEETHA KISHORE
As a student of science, Geetha pursued various courses on Nutrition and Dietetics, Medical
laboratory technology, Medical microbiology and much later when her children were in college,
also a course in Medical transcription. She loves to travel, enjoys cooking, maintaining contacts
with school and collegemates and loves humor. She also enjoys listening to old time favourite
Hindi songs of Mohammed Rafi, Manna Dey and Kishore Kumar. Simon and Garfunkel,
Carpenters and The Beatles have been her all-time favourites too!
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A COMEBACK GEETHA KISHORE
"I don't like the feel of those…," my doctor remarked. "Why don't you get an ultrasound of the pelvis?" A few enlarged
nodes there made her suggest a fine-needle aspiration biopsy.
It had all started just a few months before, when a small swelling near my right ankle had slowly assumed alarming
proportions, until my right leg had become huge and unwieldy. A gamut of tests all yielded normal results. Some
ineffective medications not giving the desired results prompted yet another thorough examination by the chief doctor
over innumerable hospital visits.
Worry about the future gnawed at me, but I decided to go about my days as best as I could. The situation at home though
tense, did not affect my kids as they were too young to comprehend its gravity. Thank God for their innocence! There
were moments when I would become weak and crumble, but constant support from my husband and well-wishers
would pep up my spirits. Feeling rather fine otherwise, I was putting up a bold exterior, while waging a tumultuous battle
within.
It had become a habit with us to offer prayers at the church in the hospital every time we entered its majestic portals.
The biopsy procedure lasted about an hour. Back in the ward, the restless wait was brightened by one doctor who, with
her cheerful disposition, infused tons of courage in me. Two tension-filled days later, a conversation initiated that was to
change the course of my life. The Chief revealed the diagnosis to my husband and me in a very composed manner. I was
diagnosed with Non-Hodgkin's Lymphoma.
I could not believe this was happening to me and that too at the prime of my youth. Now began the saga of my life! Yes! I
say "life" because I felt so uncertain about it, and I realized I had to actively and consciously choose life. Even though
everything seemed to ebb away from me, everything seemed a blur, and "time" as I knew it was eluding me, I fervently
asked God if I could be given just that much time, so I could fulfill my duties and not leave any task unfinished. The
doctor's kind and reassuring words also kept echoing in my ears. With age on my side, she believed I would be able to
respond and cope with the treatment, however tough!

"TWO TENSION-FILLED DAYS LATER, A CONVERSATION INITIATED
THAT WAS TO CHANGE THE COURSE OF MY LIFE…I WAS DIAGNOSED
WITH NON-HODGKIN'S LYMPHOMA."

A COMEBACK GEETHA KISHORE
Further tests were conducted to estimate the spread. A full-body CT scan and a bone marrow biopsy showed that the
disease was localized. This was almost half the battle won! The hematology department then took over, and said it was
NHL Stage 1a with mixed type of cells. I remember waking up many a night, all fearful and sweaty thinking about the
mess I had landed in. How would I fare in the long run? Would I live to see my children settled? Maddening, frustrating
thoughts would torment me till I fell asleep out of sheer exhaustion. It was a state of hopelessness and fear.
Subsequently, an open biopsy was done to remove the affected node. Back again in the ward, I was flooded with wellwishers like Leo Uncle, who has always inspired and healed me with his prayers: a remarkable personality, whose very
presence was enough to flood one with hope! I would unfailingly attend his prayer sessions each time emerging braver.
He would often remark, "You go through the treatment and all will be fine. Have no fear." I decided to replace the fear in
me with trust in my doctors who I knew were God's messengers engaged in the act of healing. From then on, this
became my motto. I decided I must absolutely cooperate with the doctors for best results. I kept sending myself
positive vibes since I knew that the mind has a powerful role to play under these circumstances. I surrendered myself to
the healers with implicit faith and just let them do their job.
Once the sutures were healed, I was to be started on chemotherapy, six shots spaced three weeks apart. I had heard
graphic horror stories about chemotherapy - that it is like poison being injected and that the cells react with maddening
fury, churn your insides, prick you like a million needles, send you into a hallucinatory mode, make you want to tear
away and flee, make you depressed…and whatnot!
During my first chemotherapy session, instead of giving in to these fears, I followed a good friend's advice and went
into an auto-suggestion mode as the drugs entered my body – that is, I put myself in a believing state that every drop of
the drug would target and destroy every malignant cell in my body.

"NOW BEGAN THE SAGA OF MY LIFE! YES! I SAY "LIFE" BECAUSE I
FELT SO UNCERTAIN ABOUT IT, AND I REALIZED I HAD TO ACTIVELY
AND CONSCIOUSLY CHOOSE LIFE."

A COMEBACK GEETHA KISHORE
Along with this, I also offered a little prayer and had some music playing to calm my nerves. This worked wonders for
me, and I maintained the practice for successive sessions.
The doctors kept checking in and were quite happy with the progress. Just as we were about to wrap up, there was a
tumultuous movement in my insides and I started throwing up. This continued multiple times through the night till
daybreak saw me worn out and exhausted. With time the internal mucosa began to get blistered and getting food down
became a nightmare. Slowly, I learned to manage this with a special dietary regimen, because I had to maintain my vital
parameters for further sessions. (In due course I found myself suggesting various dietary schedules to others in need.)
A pattern set in, and I braved the sessions well. With successive chemotherapy sessions I found my hair thinning out, till
I had none left. This turned out to be a blessing during the hot summers! I even went on stage to deliver a speech totally
unmindful of my appearance. Such was my determination!
Three months later, I was having my last shot. The doctors were extremely pleased with my progress. I had to make
periodic follow-up visits for the first five years. And then, the day came when the doctor told me that I need not come in
any longer unless there was a reason. I knew I had made it!
It has been seventeen years since that time. Little did I know then that I would cruise through all these years and even
witness the birth of a lovely grandchild – truly the most rewarding moment in my life! I feel a deep sense of gratitude for
all my doctors, dear friends and well-wishers, who stood by me during those troubled times and for making me the
person I am today!
My biggest insights from this journey are simple – never let fear creep in, completely surrender yourself to your healers,
and turn your pain into an opportunity to heal others by sharing and infusing hope with your story!

"…INSTEAD OF GIVING IN TO THESE FEARS…I WENT INTO AN AUTOSUGGESTION MODE AS THE DRUGS ENTERED MY BODY…I PUT
MYSELF IN A BELIEVING STATE THAT EVERY DROP OF THE DRUG
WOULD TARGET AND DESTROY EVERY MALIGNANT CELL IN MY BODY."

"...FOR THE FORK IN THE ROAD THAT TAKES ONE AWAY FROM ONESELF
AND BRINGS YOU BACK TO YOU MORTAL FLAWED BEAUTIFUL AS ANYTHING IN
CREATION..."

THEY SAY THE SKIES OF LEBANON ARE BURNING SONALI GURPUR
Sonali was born and raised in India. Growing up, she moved every couple of years due to her father's
job transfers, and attended seven schools and four colleges in the states of Rajasthan, Bihar, Madhya
Pradesh, and Andhra Pradesh. In the bargain, she was left feeling like she belongs nowhere and
everywhere, at once. Her work reflects this dichotomy of connected-disconnected-ness as she sees
Lebanon in Bhopal, and yesterdays in tomorrows, and a reflection of herself in everything in Creation.
This narrative was born of a long-forgotten memory of her experience with the Bhopal Gas Tragedy
that came back to her transformed through the process of forgetting and unforgetting.
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THEY SAY THE SKIES OF LEBANON ARE BURNING SONALI GURPUR
The evening sky was darkening
Lights popped up a few at a time
And then in a necklace on the other side of the lake
The first wisps of mist floated above the marsh
The hum of traffic clearer than ever
It would be a while before it all quieted down
At eight bells would ring loudly
In the temple at the water's edge
And on the loudspeaker we would hear
The Brahmin's daughter singing the aarti
And we'd feel comforted for all our worries of the day
Dusk nightfall is when you are forced
To face your life exactly as it is
The sunlight abates so shadow can come out and posture
Making themselves known to the one who is an ingénue every evening
I watch the patriarch dilute his angst
With rum and water as always
A woman's work is never done so his wife busies herself
With dinner children and the family pet
By and by families shut the doors to their home
Turn out the lights and sleep

THEY SAY THE SKIES OF LEBANON ARE BURNING SONALI GURPUR
Who knew of what was to come
That across the lake was a leaky pipe
And no warning to go with it
That would cost thousands their lives
Their loves their health their livelihood
Death crept out of the factory on a million fingers and toes
And did what one could never have imagined
We awoke to the rancid taste of the air
Coughing and wanting to vomit
Then we put the family in the jeep
Some wet towels over our faces
And drove to a higher elevation
We drove past flesh and bones and spirits broken or otherwise
And human hearts beating with human passions and human histories
All deaf mute disciplined by the sole desire to survive this unnamed terror
Families together families missing some in the madness of the exodus
No one drove too fast or cut in line and people walked four across in perfect lines
We had never known, most of us, the feeling of not knowing if we'd live another day
Suddenly "Life" was a whole new concept
"What Mattered" and "What Did Not Matter" bartered some subsets
I was happy to be alive

THEY SAY THE SKIES OF LEBANON ARE BURNING SONALI GURPUR
We came home hours later to the horror of the tragedy
People had died all around us
Across the lake where the train station was
Hundreds lay as if in deep sleep
Three miles away we felt guilty to be breathing
The television showed some of the aftermath but we learned
More from listening to the BBC
On account of censorship
My father worked on the recovery
And came home every night drained sad beyond speech or sleep
He who had hated the enemy for not showing up for a fight
At the northern border among picturesque Himalayan ranges
Where he had been a few years ago
Was fighting a war he hadn't imagined nor imagined hating so much
Or wanted so much to win
Counting bodies far more in number
Than the media was reporting
Fully cognizant that some of the misery
Could have been prevented
If not all
If only…..

THEY SAY THE SKIES OF LEBANON ARE BURNING SONALI GURPUR
December the third would become burned in my memory
A metaphor for sadness beyond comprehension
For the surprise that being alive can turn out to be
For the fork in the road that takes one away from oneself
And brings you back to you
Mortal flawed beautiful as anything in Creation
What of accidents and of harm we wreck on ourselves?
What?????
Will we ever outgrow Shaanxi Congo Chernobyl Bhopal Hiroshima 9/11?

ALLUSIONS:
"They say the skies of Lebanon are burning" –lyrics of "The Island" song by Paul Brady
Bhopal Gas Tragedy on Dec 03, 1984

"DURING THIS HEALING PROCESS, I FIGURED OUT THAT IF SOMETHING SCARED
ME, I NEEDED TO FACE IT, OTHERWISE THAT FEAR WOULD CONTINUE TO
CONTROL ME…"

SCARED TO MEND MICKEY KANDER
Mickey grew up in Phoenix, Arizona and lived in California and Georgia before moving to
Washington State seven years ago. He currently works for a foster care foundation in Seattle as
a bureaucrat, who often misses working directly with children and families. Mickey enjoys
spending time with his partner (four years and counting), writing funny stories, and baking (the
kind that does not require a bong). He someday hopes to own a cocker spaniel and learn how to
scuba dive.
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SCARED TO MEND MICKEY KANDER
During graduate school, I figured out that many of my social work cohorts were going through the program to heal
themselves. I watched them sit in classrooms and raise hands to tell personal stories, and cry at whatever topic
happened to trigger wounded memories. Of course this doesn't happen with every social worker, but it did with many of
the students who shared my classes. Sometimes I'd wonder if they found their voices speaking without their consent,
sharing their traumas with a group of mostly strangers and failing to get the right approval first. I'd make fun of them
privately – laughing and joking with close pals about how class isn't therapy, and how weird it is to share publicly about
experiences of sexual assault or growing up in poverty. Conversations like these made me feel safe, because it meant I
wasn't one of those with an uncontrollable mouth. My judgmental statements were never intended to hurt anyone's
feelings; instead, they were meant to conceal my own. It would be several years before I made the connection that I was
avoiding the obvious; I was afraid that I was just like these fragile students.
Four years ago, I was in a toxic long-term relationship that detonated. It was an experience that I can only describe as
hideous and intense. The reason for our split was that I had fallen in love with someone else – my best friend. He
reciprocated that love, and for the first time in my life, I knew what it was like to be so deeply connected to someone
that I didn't want to let go. I felt an enormous amount of guilt about this, beating myself up every day, telling everyone I
knew about my virtual scarlet letter. I was in need of validation that I was a good person, and I was getting it by raising
my hand and spilling my guts to anyone who would listen. But until my life fell apart like this, I had never acknowledged
that I had unrecognized pain.
Up until 2007, when I had gone to therapists, (barely a plural word because I had only seen two of them), I had engaged
in another common habit of many Social Workers – going to therapy and pretending that we're rock solid. It is as if we
need confirmation of the lie that we don't believe ourselves, so we need a co-conspirator to believe our lies for us: "You
are fine, you don't need anything else, you can go on about your business eating your emotions and withdrawing from
those who love you." I had both of my therapists fooled, painting a picture of my mental health as being intact.

"UP UNTIL 2007…I HAD ENGAGED IN ANOTHER COMMON HABIT OF
MANY SOCIAL WORKERS – GOING TO THERAPY AND PRETENDING
THAT WE'RE ROCK SOLID."

SCARED TO MEND MICKEY KANDER
The truth was that I had grown up in an alcoholic household with an abusive father, who had treated his two children as
nuisances rather than blessings. In high school, I had been bullied so often for being feminine that I had contemplated
suicide. Because I had begun believing that I wasn't good enough, I had decided I had to be perfect. This meant that I
often compromised who I was in order to achieve what others took for granted – being "normal". I was a mess
masquerading as functional. I was a show. A performance.
At the time of the catastrophic break-up, my scorned partner and I made a last-ditch attempt at resurrecting our frayed
union through a couples' therapist. In our case, resurrecting would have meant rebuilding a city after a nuclear
explosion: it would have taken forever, and it was easier to cut our losses. Still, we began seeing a woman named
Connie. We attended sessions with her in hopes that we'd be able to put this episode past us. She knew from the
beginning that we'd never make it because of how miserable I was, but she stuck it out. A month later, after a friend
confronted me about staying in a loveless relationship, I worked up the courage to break it off, but I never forgot Connie.
I went back to her, knowing that I had plenty of healing to do myself that had nothing and everything to do with my failed
relationship.
In our individual sessions over the next two years we talked about my parents – my abusive father and my codependent, narcissistic mother. We saved my virtual teenager from high-school bullies who taunted me for being queer.
We worked through my guilt and shame about my falling in love with the most beautiful person I'd ever known. We
examined issues of co-dependency and we challenged mistaken beliefs I had about not being a deserving, real person.
Then, one day, Connie asked how I was doing, and I began giving her a litany of how well my life was going (Lie #1), how
things had fallen into place (Lie #2) and how happy I was (Lie #3). She looked at me with puzzlement and said, "Umh,
what's going on here? What you're saying doesn't make sense to me." Instantly, my mouth (without my consent)
blurted out, "I believe I'm telling you what I think you want to hear." (Truth #1)

"...OVER THE NEXT TWO YEARS WE TALKED ABOUT...MY ABUSIVE
FATHER AND MY CO-DEPENDENT, NARCISSISTIC MOTHER. WE SAVED
MY VIRTUAL TEENAGER FROM HIGH-SCHOOL BULLIES WHO TAUNTED
ME FOR BEING QUEER. WE WORKED THROUGH MY GUILT AND SHAME
ABOUT MY FALLING IN LOVE..."

SCARED TO MEND MICKEY KANDER
A word about Connie: she holds a clipboard, using it as a sentinel for her concerns. If the clipboard stays on her lap, it
means that she's okay, nothing is alarming her, and she's calm. If the clipboard moves from her lap onto the arm of her
chair, she's aware that something is amiss. If the clipboard goes fully onto the seat and she appears to stop thinking
about writing, you're getting confronted. Talking with me that day, Connie's clipboard might as well have been flung onto
the floor.
"Mickey, I know we've talked about your attending groups before, and you've always said our individual sessions are
sufficient for you. Now that you've said this, I don't think I can see you anymore unless you go to group." Connie ran
therapy groups nearly every day of the week, assembling clients into clusters that she believed would work best. She
no longer wanted to risk what other therapists had glossed over before – my using therapy to lie to myself. The way she
reduced that risk was to invite eight other strangers into my healing, who could tackle me when I wasn't being honest.
"Okay, I'll do it," I said, mostly because I wanted to please her. Today, I'm thankful that she gave me that ultimatum. My
first night of group, I saw myself in the other members. I watched people struggle with sexual identity, being real,
having needs, being connected, getting nurtured and overanalyzing. These were all things that I had difficulty mastering
because of past trauma that I had refused to acknowledge. The funny thing was, unlike me, these people didn't have a
problem hearing about my grief; in fact, they encouraged me to tell my story. So I talked – more like burst open. My
history was like the contents of a shaken soda bottle, showering Connie and my group with ordeals that were arduous to
share. Though it was hard, it was extraordinary to get seen and be validated about my hurt. In addition to talking, we
did energy work – like hit pillows and wail, and we acted out scenes in psychodramas that anyone outside of group
might find ludicrous. I began learning that I no longer had to be a victim to my circumstances.

"SHE NO LONGER WANTED TO RISK WHAT OTHER THERAPISTS HAD
GLOSSED OVER BEFORE – MY USING THERAPY TO LIE TO MYSELF.
[SHE INVITED] EIGHT OTHER STRANGERS INTO MY HEALING, WHO
COULD TACKLE ME WHEN I WASN'T BEING HONEST."

SCARED TO MEND MICKEY KANDER
During this healing process, I figured out that if something scared me, I needed to face it, otherwise that fear would
continue to control me. I became good at identifying those things, and diving headfirst into behaviors and situations that
I would have avoided prior to group therapy – like confronting people, getting confronted intentionally by others, sticking
up for myself and setting boundaries. After I did these things, it was as if the cuts that I had sustained on my heart for
all those formative years had been given approval to close. I am lucky because of how fast it worked. I don't take any
of it for granted.
My group members and Connie have helped shepherd me to a space where I get out all the insanity, and take in health
and love. I get to experience so much more in my life than I ever have before. I "graduated" from this experience on
May 9, 2011, and I took with me some mantras to live by every day:
- If it scares me, confront it
- I need balance between my heart (feelings) and head (thinking)
- I have needs
- I am good
- I am real
When I think back on the days of the Social Work program, I feel sad for the individuals in class who couldn't get
validation anywhere else in their lives except for school, and perhaps later through their work. I've discovered that this
is how the human need for healing works – pain will leak out from where the hurt is, eager to find someone's generous
and caring ear to hold the stories. I found a place to be heard – and I found myself.

"I BECAME GOOD AT IDENTIFYING THOSE THINGS [THAT SCARED ME],
AND DIVING HEADFIRST INTO BEHAVIORS AND SITUATIONS THAT I
WOULD HAVE AVOIDED PRIOR TO GROUP THERAPY..."

"I THINK HAVING A BROTHER HAS UPPED MY RESPONSIBILITIES…HE HAS
MADE ME LEARN A LOT MORE THAN I KNEW BEFORE HE WAS BORN."

MADDIE VIBHA VIJAY
Vibha Vijay is a fourth grader in Columbia, Maryland. It's tough to imagine Vibha without a book
in her hand; she has books hidden in different parts of the house lest she finds herself stuck
there for God forbid a few minutes with nothing to read! All that reading has helped her create a
parallel universe in her head from where she gets inspiration for her stories, one of which won a
young authors award at her school last year. With said book in the vicinity, Vibha enjoys painting,
crafting with recyclable materials, making tzatziki sauce for her mom's baked falafel
sandwiches, taking photographs, drinking herbal lemon tea, playing and reading with her
brother and chatting with her friends.
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MADDIE VIBHA VIJAY
I was pretty shocked to hear that my mom was pregnant. Yeah, sure, they had been wanting another baby, but I thought
they were talking about having one in a couple of years!
Then, Madhav arrived! I was anxious for him to get here because his due-date was supposed to be after my school-year
started. I kept my fingers crossed that I would have my mom back home before the first day of school. After one false
labor, my mom went back to the hospital. This time she had to stay there for the night. I couldn't stay with her and had
to go back home with my dad and grandparents. When I woke up the next morning, I found my grandma sitting on the
couch with the telephone held up to her ear. She noticed me, hung up the phone and motioned for me to sit next to her.
She looked more excited to see me than she usually would. I suddenly remembered that my mom was in the hospital
and asked my grandma if I had a brother yet. She nodded 'yes!!'
After a rushed breakfast, shower and dressing up, we got into the car and drove to the hospital. In my mom's room, was
my brother; a nameless baby in a white "onesie" with attached mittens, lying on a teddy bear printed receiving blanket
inside a plastic cart. He looked like a tiny human, shriveled up prune. That already put him on my "I don't know" list
because I loathe prunes.
All the adults were trying to "talk" to him and were saying things like "oh he looks just like his dad!" and stuff. My mom
looked happy and sparkly and tired. Next to her, was a list of names that could possibly be the name my brother was
about to be stuck with for the rest of his life or until he was 18. We finally settled on the name, Madhav (I call him
"Maddie"). My visit next day was even more exciting. I found out that my mom and brother would be home in time to
see me go to school. I wondered what the hospital's food tasted like and when my mom gave me a bite, I knew I had one
more thing to add to my "what I loathe" list.

"IN MY MOM'S [HOSPITAL] ROOM, WAS MY BROTHER; A NAMELESS
BABY IN A WHITE "ONESIE" WITH ATTACHED MITTENS, LYING ON A
TEDDY BEAR PRINTED RECEIVING BLANKET INSIDE A PLASTIC CART.
HE LOOKED LIKE A TINY HUMAN, SHRIVELED UP PRUNE."

MADDIE VIBHA VIJAY
Having a baby in the house was not easy. I had to put up with loads of crying, lots of stinky, soiled diapers, and being
bored. Sure, school was in a few days but who cared? I kept asking my mom when she would be free to do something
with me but I always got the same answer - "Later". My grandparents were too caught up with my brother's birth and
were on the phone most of the time. My dad was always helping my mom with Maddie, or at work. So he wasn't there
much either.
I finally decided to try and do something with Maddie. I was getting tired of waiting for him to be old enough to play. I
picked up my striped rainbow scarf because I knew babies liked colors. I dangled it in front of Maddie and he started to
laugh. He held on to the tassels and rubbed them on his face. I tried using other things to make him smile and came out
with a smile on my face too. I rolled around with him and got more used to the fact that he liked playing. That didn't
mean he was less annoying but now I liked being around him.
Now, he is two and a lot more fun. I feel proud inside when Maddie does something new. He can draw people and cars,
he 'plays' his foam guitar and he can speak pretty well. Even though he hits and tackles me sometimes, he's nice to do
stuff with.
Like when I am drawing, he asks if he can have a crayon and "drawp" with me. I (usually) give him a writing utensil but
he starts to color on top of my paper and then I yell at him to get off and; well, you get the point. I get to teach him lots
of other things like counting and ABCs. Of course I don't really know if I'm a good teacher, because he still doesn't know
his basics even after I've gone over them with him loads of times.
I think having a brother has upped my responsibilities. Because of his high food allergies, I can't keep milk, nut, or
coconut products where he can reach them. I have to clean up after him as well. That's not a very fun job to do; I guess
that's why I'm stuck with it.

"HAVING A BABY IN THE HOUSE WAS NOT EASY. I HAD TO PUT UP
WITH LOADS OF CRYING, LOTS OF STINKY, SOILED DIAPERS, AND
BEING BORED…I FINALLY DECIDED TO TRY AND DO SOMETHING WITH
MADDIE. I WAS GETTING TIRED OF WAITING FOR HIM TO BE OLD
ENOUGH..."

MADDIE VIBHA VIJAY
Yes, Maddie annoys my friends and all, but I feel that he has made me learn a lot more than I knew before he was born. I
never knew that a baby was born with pruned fingers. Or, that a baby can have such a tight grip! When Maddie was in his
nursery cart in the hospital, he had gripped my finger really tight and I got excited and started liking him a whole lot
better. He had thought my finger was interesting, so maybe that meant he would find me interesting too!
I started to think of all the things that we could do when he got older, and to tell you the truth most of that stuff has not
happened yet. Well, he's only two, and one of my thoughts was riding in a roller coaster. We haven't really got around to
that yet, but I hope someday we will.
So, that's Maddie for you. I really like having a brother now and I can't imagine being an only child again.

"NOW, HE IS TWO AND A LOT MORE FUN. I FEEL PROUD INSIDE WHEN
MADDIE DOES SOMETHING NEW. HE CAN DRAW PEOPLE AND CARS,
HE 'PLAYS' HIS FOAM GUITAR AND HE CAN SPEAK PRETTY WELL."

"I LOVE HOW MY ART ALLOWS ME TO BE A PART OF SUCH AN EXCITING TIME
IN SOMEONE'S LIFE. AS A HENNA ARTIST, IT IS AN HONOR TO ENJOY THE
CELEBRATORY FESTIVAL NOT ONLY WITH THE BRIDE, BUT WITH HER FAMILY
AND FRIENDS AS WELL."

CELTIC KNOT BRIDE NATASHA AMRITA SINGH
Natasha's life as a henna (mehndi) artist began in January 2009 from just doodles on a piece of
paper. Today she has clients for various occasions, ranging from weddings, religious and cultural
festivities, to birthday parties and much more. Her artwork allows her to bring together the key
aspects she had been searching for in a career - her very own business incorporating her Indian
heritage. Outside the world of henna, she is a licensed Cosmetologist and is certified in
Threading. She works as a stylist at "Swink Style Bar" in Seattle, and recently collaborated with
Punjab Sweets in Kent to create Eggless Henna Cakes! For more information please visit
hennabynatasha.com
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CELTIC KNOT BRIDE NATASHA AMRITA SINGH

"Celtic Knot Bride" Bridal Henna
This bride had selected to have a Celtic knot incorporated in her traditional bridal mehndi. So
different from anything I had done before, I loved the underlying message in the art of the Celtic
knot. Her selection was a wonderful hybrid of two people coming together - not only in marriage,
but in culture as well. The groom was of Irish descent and the bride of Indian descent. The Celtic
knot symbolizes a interwoven pattern with no end or beginning - inseparable loops - a great
definition of marriage.

"IN ALLOWING MYSELF THE FREEDOM TO FEEL…I BASKED IN INCREDIBLE
EXPERIENCES OF CONNECTION TO MYSELF AND OTHERS. I BEGAN TO FEEL
FREER, MORE VULNERABLE AND CREATIVE…[IT] HELPED ME TO CHANGE MY
OWN FAMILIAL AND CULTURAL IMPRINT."

HEALING AND THRIVING IN THE EMOTIONAL BODY LYNN FRANCIS
Lynn loves finding balance in life, personally and professionally. Personally, she loves bringing
something into being in a free-flowing, time-exempt way, through quilting, knitting, and other
creative endeavors. Professionally, she enjoys teaching and being a life coach and therapist,
helping people heal, thrive and move forward in their lives. Doing yoga, walking and spending
time with her husband, adult daughter and step (adult) children top the list of meaningful times
living in San Diego. You can read more about Lynn on her website
www.wholisticlifecoaching.net
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HEALING AND THRIVING IN THE EMOTIONAL BODY LYNN FRANCIS
I was at my daughter's soccer game one day, when I heard a little girl talking to her dad. She looked like she was about
three years old and she said to her dad, "Daddy you hurt my feelings when you said that." And her dad looked back at
her adoringly and said, "I'm sorry sweetie, I didn't mean to." I was deeply touched by this simple exchange that valued
feelings enough to respond so healthily to a small child. Fast forward to the present…
Yesterday, in a women's group I attended, laughter, tears, anger, fear, shaking were all embraced and accepted as valid
emotional responses. Some of the women I knew and some I didn't. It didn't matter. When we connected on such an
emotional level and in an atmosphere of safety and support, I felt at home in my natural way of being. These days, an
environment that supports emotional expression is a place in which I feel at ease. This was not always the case; my
journey with emotional expression has been a healing adventure…
Emotions. So nebulous, so insidious. I have pondered about emotions, engaged them, studied them, written about
them, and been curious about them for as long as I can remember, and I continue to be so. But until I really learned how
to feel their intensity, identify them, process them and let them go, I was at their mercy. Unprocessed feelings from my
childhood had gone underground only to erupt at inopportune times. I blamed, projected, and misunderstood my
emotions and what they were trying to tell me. Ultimately, my father's death in my thirties was the beginning of
profound emotional growth and change.
My parents were British World War II veterans. My dad sacrificed his youth to the war, and lived his life with posttraumatic-stress-disorder (PTSD) before there was such a thing. Although my parents were very supportive in so many
ways, their familial and cultural scripts, and their own experiences were more about emotional repression than
expression or understanding. The emotional body was a mystery. As a child I was vulnerable and learned to protect.
And I thought I needed to suppress my emotions to be loved. And you know? Those strategies did work for quite a
while, until they didn't anymore. My dad's death opened the floodgates for the repressed feelings to finally emerge.

"EMOTIONS. SO NEBULOUS, SO INSIDIOUS… UNTIL I REALLY
LEARNED HOW TO FEEL THEIR INTENSITY, IDENTIFY THEM, PROCESS
THEM AND LET THEM GO, I WAS AT THEIR MERCY."

HEALING AND THRIVING IN THE EMOTIONAL BODY LYNN FRANCIS
The sadness around my dad's death was the catalyst for emotional exploration. Feeling these emotions that had literally
been trapped in my body was frightening and uncomfortable, but ultimately freeing. In safe, week-long intensives and
weekend retreats, I was able to get in touch with rage, sadness and a plethora of other emotions that I didn't even know
were inside me. I learned that the same memory is a different reality to the child in me and the adult in me. They vie for
my attention at times. In allowing myself the freedom to feel all these feelings, I basked in incredible experiences of
connection to myself and others. I began to feel freer, more vulnerable and creative. Having people really hear me,
really feel me, helped me to change my own familial and cultural imprint.
Through this process I have learned that, like thoughts, emotions are not who I am but they allow me to feel – to
experience the range of feeling alive. Feelings are like the weather. The fog rolls in and it seems as if nothing exists and I
am unconnected to what is around me. However, it is an illusion with the weather and an illusion with my feelings. The
weather changes, rain, snow, sunshine and fog as do my feelings. They do not have to always affect who I am and throw
me off balance. Because of the confusing nature of feelings, I think we privilege thoughts at their expense. We can talk
about many topics but when someone shows an emotion, especially one that makes others uncomfortable, we ask what
is wrong or tell them not to feel what they are feeling.
Today is one of those test days – I feel tired, I have twenty-eight adults from twelve different countries in my English-asa-second-language class, from age eighteen through fifty-seven. How am I doing? Can I let my compassion and
kindness shine through the fog and be stronger than the feelings? Or will I feel impatient and frustrated in my own
tiredness?
The healing continues as I am aware of feelings, can name them, and can discriminate between old unhealed wounds
and present time. I value vulnerability as a strength. The extent to which I can feel uncomfortable feelings is also the
extent to which I can feel joy.

"THE SADNESS AROUND MY DAD'S DEATH WAS THE CATALYST FOR
EMOTIONAL EXPLORATION...I WAS ABLE TO GET IN TOUCH WITH
RAGE, SADNESS AND A PLETHORA OF OTHER EMOTIONS THAT I
DIDN'T EVEN KNOW WERE INSIDE ME…"

HEALING AND THRIVING IN THE EMOTIONAL BODY LYNN FRANCIS
I understand better that feelings are integral to being human. It is how I interpret them and what I do with them that
matters.
At times, emotions do inform my actions. Healthy anger helps me to literally take action. It feels strong and passionate
and provides an incentive to move me forward. Sadness, especially around death and loss, lets me know how much I
cared. I can be gentle with myself around mourning. Fear can hold the power to hinder me or when I recognize it, I can
decide consciously to not let it stop me from my dreams and goals. I can feel the fear and do it anyway.
As a result of relating differently with my feelings, I am more in balance. As a parent, I have been able to provide my
daughter with a different experience of emotions. I have rekindled the spontaneous, unfettered creativity that I knew as
a child. At home, I sew quilts, allowing the quilt to materialize with little planning or forethought. Teaching English as a
second language to adults, I find that a balance between structure and allowing imaginative ideas to transpire in the
moment, trusting in that organic emergence.
Also, as a Marriage, Family therapist and Life coach, working (and playing) with healing my emotional body has made
me more responsive to others and able to be with strong emotion. Doing therapy with Survivors of Torture, Hospice and
in Drug Rehabilitation has shown me repeatedly the need for empathy and emotional responsiveness with other people
who also need to be seen and heard.
What informs my emotional life now is being with others in reciprocal relationships that involve listening attentively to
one another, feeling heard by each other, and feeling free to express feelings past and present. I want to continue to
know what it is to be fully present in this human body as my spirit plays with this experience. I am a work in progress to
the way back home – emotionally, spiritually, physically and mentally integrating my life's experiences to-date. Like the
child at the soccer game, I can honor my feelings from a place of vulnerability, strength and empowerment.

"I WANT TO CONTINUE TO KNOW WHAT IT IS TO BE FULLY PRESENT IN
THIS HUMAN BODY AS MY SPIRIT PLAYS WITH THIS EXPERIENCE."

thedreamfly.org
Bringing together communities in conflict around
common causes:
• Education: to read, write, and reason; to question comfortable assumptions; to form and inform beliefs
• Exposure: to reach out to; to experience; to understand the unknown enemy
• Empowerment: to imagine and realize a better reality for self and others
Learn more and join us at www.thedreamfly.org

"…TO IGNITE THAT SPARK THAT WE CAN DO MORE, WE CAN BRING ABOUT A
CHANGE IN OUR LIVES, TAKES A LITTLE BIT FOR PEOPLE TO REALIZE...THEY
NEED AN EXTENDED HAND TO HOLD AND WALK TOGETHER."

IN DIALOGUE WITH ANU TEWARI
Anu is a business professional with a specialization in international business, and a recently discovered
passion for social entrepreneurship. She has been working with widowed women in India for the past
two years, and has found it extremely gratifying to see how (the hope of) financial independence has
changed life for the group she works with. She endeavors to drive this project to a self-sustaining
status, driven from within the community. Creative arts are her passion; she dabbles in pottery and
finds her pieces to be the best reflection of herself. She also plays table tennis, which helps immensely
with keeping up her spirits on dark, gray days. She feels blessed to have the most wonderful life and to
work with a deeply meaningful cause.
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IN DIALOGUE WITH ANU TEWARI
SS – Hi Anu, Thanks for talking with us! With 'Weaving Threads', you are doing some amazing work towards the
empowerment of oppressed widows in India. What got you started on this path?
AT – Going back to the way the whole thing came about, I'd had some experience working with Fair Trade products so
that was in my mind that this could be a market for something handmade. Then, I watched the movie 'Water' which
covers the issues that widows in some regions of India face. I knew that there was suppression and that they needed
attention but to what extent, I think that came as quite a shock to me. It was an issue that touched me.
On a trip to India, by chance, I met somebody who was working with covering the medical issues of widows coming to a
particular hospital in Palwal, Haryana, about 60 miles from New Delhi. That's when this idea fell into place that maybe if
we could work with that group of women to create something by hand, we could give them some sort of vocational
training and they'd acquire a skill and we would try to market their product.
We experimented with a lot of things like fabric and embroidery, and ultimately settled on silk scarves. The women had
never really worked as skilled seamstresses; they were basically working as agricultural or field hands or doing
commercial labor. We committed to them that we would support them for two years. We would pay 50 % above
minimum wage and also cover their transportation from the village to the place of work and back.
SS – Sounds like a wonderful start! When you first decided on the idea, how did you implement it; did you have some
help in putting the call out? How did the women respond?
AT – I knew I'd have to find someone in India who could lead the project. I don't think it's possible to do something like
this sitting here. You have to have a base upfront that would interact with the women. I happened to meet Meenu Hooda
through an acquaintance at the hospital, where she was already working with this group on a different social issue for a
different organization. I asked her if she'd like to be involved, knowing that we were not in a position to pay her a salary.

"…I MET SOMEBODY WHO WAS WORKING WITH…MEDICAL ISSUES
OF WIDOWS…THAT'S WHEN THIS IDEA FELL INTO PLACE…GIVE
THEM…VOCATIONAL TRAINING [FOR] A SKILL AND…MARKET THEIR
PRODUCT."

IN DIALOGUE WITH ANU TEWARI
Social work is her career and her passion. She agreed to come on board and was instrumental in putting it all together.
She really is a hands-on person. She speaks their language, and is a good example because she comes from an abusive
background herself. She is the first one from her family to be educated.
So she put the word out about the possibility of this project. Would the widows be interested? The first time around, we
had over a hundred widows show up. We spoke to a lot of people about what our intention was and what we were
visualizing for this project. Meenu did most of the screening later. She interviewed the women, saw what their interest
was, what their willingness to participate was and also who could adapt and learn to do it. We weren't in a position to
support everybody and we didn't have infinite resources to hit and try. So she converged the list and shortlisted it to
twenty women, out of which fifteen have been consistently showing up.
They were not motivated themselves for that change and it was hard to have the women commit. It could be because of
social pressure or they might have found it hard to trust. I am sure they've seen this before. People come and they go
and they are left where they are. So I wanted them to know that we've committed, and we have to see it through.
SS – Meenu sounds like the perfect fit for this; how great that you found her right there! What were some of the hopes
the both of you had for the women that this project would serve?
AT – That we would try to give them some sort of direction, which they might be able to use to support themselves and
build some confidence to take a stand, to stand up against the oppression and exploitation they were facing. Sometimes,
this is like free labor for their families. Because the families have somebody to abuse and use as they want, they don't
want the women to break away or be empowered in any way. Sometimes, they have no say in their children's lives, so I
think its exploitation. As a mother you should have a full role to play in your child's life.

"[WE WANTED TO] GIVE THEM SOME SORT OF DIRECTION ...TO
SUPPORT THEMSELVES, AND BUILD SOME CONFIDENCE …TO TAKE A
STAND, TO STAND UP AGAINST THE OPPRESSION AND EXPLOITATION
THEY WERE FACING."

IN DIALOGUE WITH ANU TEWARI
I think that education and financial independence are two very important things to generate confidence. I thought
education would be a far-fetched thing, as it was later in their lives, and we can look into that for their children which I
hope this project will ultimately do. So, I thought the right away relief would be to provide them with some sort of
financial support. And instead of handing them out money, which you never know where it may really go, give them a
skill which they could use to get that financial support that they need. And, coming together as a group, I think one thing
rubs off on another and gives you some sort of support and confidence to make a change in your life.
Because they are so used to the suppression and used to their life, they are almost resigned to the fact that this is their
life. So, even to ignite that spark that we can do more, we can bring about a change in our lives; that in itself takes a
little bit for people to realize. For that, they need an extended hand to hold and walk together. I'm sure somewhere deep
down they have a dream, a hope but to be able to hold on to that, they are literally scared. Being repeatedly abused like
that, it breaks your spirit. So, I think that's what we are trying to achieve - giving them the hope that they have the
strength to stand up and say, "Yes, I can do this. It's my life, its only one life".
SS – And with your work, you are not only helping them dream, but you are also creating a new and supportive
community for them; do you see the women developing relationships with each other?
AT – I would imagine so, definitely. They come to work every day, five days a week, working together for six to eight
hours each day. And they are all different age ranges. The one who has been most consistent, the one who I think plays
a motherly role is slightly older, I'd imagine she is in her forties. After Meenu, she's been the one who pulls them
together; she's the mother hen. We've also had someone as young as seventeen I think.

"I'M SURE SOMEWHERE DEEP DOWN THEY HAVE A DREAM ... SO, I
THINK THAT'S WHAT WE ARE TRYING TO ACHIEVE…THAT THEY HAVE
THE STRENGTH TO STAND UP AND SAY, "YES, I CAN DO THIS. IT'S MY
LIFE, ITS ONLY ONE LIFE"."

IN DIALOGUE WITH ANU TEWARI
SS – Very nice. Have you noticed any shift in their attitude by seeing what they are capable of; how creative they can
be?
AT – I am so glad you brought this up. I'll give you an example. This is all evolving as we are going along. We have this
product and they pull out threads to make the tassels. Two inches of fabric along a width of twenty inches gets wasted.
We were thinking what to do with it instead of throwing it away. I was going to get bookmarks made so we decided to
twine the thread and use it for that. That idea came from me. But the next time around, it was from their side that they
came out with the idea that if we were to twine the thread, we could use it as Rakhis!
That just blew me away. Slowly they are beginning to feel this work is their own; they are putting their ideas into it; they
are thinking beyond the six hours of work. That was very exciting, so this year they are working from whatever threads
they had left over from this and working on the rakhis. I just received the soft copy of the cardboard on which the rakhi
will be made and if we get it in time, I was thinking I will speak to the Indian stores here to see if they would keep it.
This is what I mean that when they start taking on the onus, they come up with the ideas of what they can do. That is
what really provided me happiness. The idea coming from them was amazing and meant so much. They've started
thinking about it and one thing leads to another so you never know what else could come out of it.
SS – What an inspiring story! Once you get the scarves here, what are different ways in which you've tried to market
them?

"SLOWLY THEY ARE BEGINNING TO FEEL THIS WORK IS THEIR OWN;
THEY ARE PUTTING THEIR IDEAS INTO IT…WHEN THEY START TAKING
ON THE ONUS...ONE THING LEADS TO ANOTHER SO YOU NEVER KNOW
WHAT ELSE COULD COME OUT OF IT."

IN DIALOGUE WITH ANU TEWARI
AT – Initially, I had wanted to be in touch with the consumer directly because that really optimizes our margin, but till we
reach that level of exposure and awareness, we have gone the retail route to start with. However, we are also holding a
lot of scarf parties. People that are doing this for a social cause - they have a get together, and ask me to come over and
present to them. With a scarf party, I get to talk to people directly about what we are doing and get them involved. I think
the ideal structure for a scarf party would be that besides what you sell, you get two more parties out of it. And this way,
have a percolating effect in society. Besides the scarf parties, we've also done trunk shows and various bazaars like the
Christmas bazaars last year. We do sell off our website as well, so people can buy from anywhere.
SS – Good luck, Anu, with finding more venues for making lots of sales! What are some of the things that you have in
store for 'Weaving Threads'?
AT – We are hoping to get our 501(c)(3) status and receive funding, in that case, we would then be able to open the
project out and support more women. Also, what I am hoping is that on the website, we can have a link to the stories of
our artisans. Have a little bit about what they are hoping to get out of this, what their dreams are.
Right now, I am personally funding this project and I hope to be able to do that till end of 2012. But the ultimate goal of
this project is to make it, self-sustaining. By selling this product and sending the money back really puts them in that
position where they have this buffer money and they pull out their wages from it and they use it to buy their raw
material. They take ownership, they take onus of responsibility and it becomes their own. And then once something is
your own, you nurture it and create it with a different energy. All we want to do is provide them with a marketing
platform.

"…THE ULTIMATE GOAL OF THIS PROJECT IS TO MAKE IT, SELF
SUSTAINING…ONCE SOMETHING IS YOUR OWN, YOU NURTURE IT AND
CREATE IT WITH A DIFFERENT ENERGY. ALL WE WANT TO DO IS
PROVIDE THEM WITH A MARKETING PLATFORM."

IN DIALOGUE WITH ANU TEWARI
We have some amazing volunteers that have helped and this is all on personal time and personal willingness and it's
been really fun. We have a Seattle based designer, Helen Sharp, who has worked on the colors and designs for the
scarves, that has helped make the product what it is. It's been amazing and it's been a journey I would say. Some days, I
come out feeling really low about it and some days, any little positive development is very encouraging. I would love to
replicate this, take this to other villages. We have achieved something, our lives are settled and so with very little effort,
if we are able to make an impact to change somebody's life for the better, that was the whole idea, that if you can, you
should.
SS – That's a beautiful sentiment – if you can, you should! Let's talk about your family a little bit and how this has
affected them? Also, tell us how has it transformed you and your way of thinking?
AT – For me, it has changed me as an individual to the extent that I feel it is so much more gratifying or fulfilling than
just being caught up in the rut of life. It makes me feel my life has become more meaningful. It gives me a purpose, a
direction. The other thing I've noticed is the equation with my daughter – it's amazing to see how excited she is. My little
boy who's just twelve, he goes, "hey mom, that 'weaving threads' that you do, are you making any money out of this?"
When I said no, his response was, "oh that's cool!"
So I think it would impact my kids to evoke that sense of giving and giving back not just in financial terms but just giving
in any capacity. And for them to be aware that life doesn't just start and end at us. My daughter is fourteen and she's
been involved with this; she's been at the booth a couple of times, spoken about the project, put it out there on
Facebook, she's spoken about it in Junior Asha and got them involved. I think what would come out of this is that it
would make them aware of some sort of responsibility that they have towards community and to not take things for
granted. I keep telling them that we have little to do with it. Your achievements are great, don't undermine them but
always remember that we are fortunate to be born into that environment. What these women are trying to do is fight the
odds and if they are able to emerge out of it, look at how they would look at life. What a beautiful sense of fulfillment
that they beat the odds.

About Weaving Threads:
Weaving Threads is a non-profit, social enterprise that supports the efforts of oppressed widows in India, to
become self-sufficient through their own labor and the production of handmade items. The scarves that are
being sold represent the unique venture launched to provide these women with an opportunity to change their
lives. For more information, or to make a purchase, please visit their website www.weavingthreads.org
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